Track My Cylinders
www.trackmycylinders.com

Another first from

dean&wood &

TrackMyCylinders.com has been developed to assist our
customers in maintaining accurate cylinder records.

No more rental charges - No more fuss.
The data is provided by Dean &
Wood and is regularly updated
(every 24 hours).
Furthermore, the data is
automatically validated against
Harp’s unique databases and
auto corrected for instances
where, for example, a cylinder
is returned to Harp from a third
party source.
The system is configured
to work seamlessly on
PC’s, laptops, tablets and
smartphones. As well as
showing users current cylinder
holdings the system allows
the user to allocate on a
transaction basis the cylinders
to engineers, job numbers,
locations etc.

This facility will enable you to comply with the requirements
of F-Gas and to keep track of the cylinders within your own
organisation.
The data provided will also assist you in managing late penalty
rentals and lost cylinder charges as these are clearly displayed
when applicable.

Completely FREE cylinder report & management system.

Exclusively for Dean & Wood customers.
Each refrigerant cylinder
requires a hydrostatic pressure
test every 10 years under ADR
Regulations.
Under current legislation it is
NOT illegal for a contractor
or engineer to use a cylinder
which has exceeded its test
requirements.
Harp has a Duty of Care to
notify users of its cylinder fleet
that test dates have expired
and would always recommend
that these cylinders are
returned for a new pressure
test as soon as is practical.
This data is also highlighted
within this system.

So what are you waiting for?
Email: harptracking@dean-wood.co.uk today and get registered.
Once registered, your administrator can then allocate further users within
your organisation to view and manage transactions on a cylinder basis.
For any support queries, please e-mail: support@trackmycylinders.com
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